
Abstract 
Zimmer and Peacock is an ISO13485 contract developer and manufacturer of electrochemical biosensors, where 
receptors and recognition elements are a critical part of determining a diagnostics sensitivity and selectivity. The range 
of recognition elements exploited at ZP includes: enzymes, antibodies, aptamers, receptors, MIPS and MICPS. In this 
talk we will give some case studies of where synthetic and natural receptors and recognition elements are exploited in 
modern electrochemical biosensing. Analytical chemistry is now developing mainly in two areas: automation and the 
creation of complexes that allow, on the one hand, for simultaneously analyzing a large number of samples without 
the participation of an operator, and on the other, the development of portable miniature devices for personalized 
medicine and the monitoring of a human habitat. The sensor devices, the great majority of which are biosensors and 
chemical sensors, perform the role of the latter. That last line is considered in the proposed review. Attention is paid 
to transducers, receptors, techniques of immobilization of the receptor layer on the transducer surface, processes of 
signal generation and detection, and methods for increasing sensitivity and accuracy. The features of sensors based 
on synthetic receptors and additional components (aptamers, molecular imprinted polymers, biomimetics) are 
discussed. Examples of bio- and chemical sensors’ application are given. Miniaturization paths, new power supply 
means, and wearable and printed sensors are described. Progress in this area opens a revolutionary era in the 
development of methods of on-site and in-situ monitoring, that is, paving the way from the “test-tube to the 
smartphone”. 
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At Zimmer and Peacock, they are now distilling there 
experience into providing a turnkey solution to accelerate 
there collaborators from their research in the lab to products 
shipping from the loading bay at the factory. Peacock achieves 
this acceleration by providing a range of products and services 
including: sensors, electronics, apps, laboratory testing, Cloud 
databases, IP generation and turnkey manufacturing. 
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